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Abstract- Software Defect Prediction (SDP) plays an active area in many research domain of Software Quality 

of Assurance (SQA). Many existing research studies are based on software traditional metric sets and defect 

prediction models are built in machine language to detect the bug for limited source code line. Inspired by the 

above existing system. In this paper, defect prediction is focused on predicting defects in source code. The 

objective of this thesis is to improve the software quality for accurate defect prediction is source code for file 

level. So, that it helps the developer to find the bug and fix the issue, to make better use of a resource which 

reduces the test effort, minimize the cost and improve the quality of software. A new approach is introduced to 

improve the prediction performance of Bidirectional RNNLM in Deep Neural Network. To build the defect 

prediction model a defect learner framework is proposed and first it need to build a Neural Language Model. 

Using this Language Model it helps to learn to deep semantic features in source code and it train & test the 

model. Based on language model it combined with software traditional metric sets to measure the code and find 

the defect. The probability of language model and metric set Cross-Entropy with Abstract Syntax Tree (CE-

AST) metric is used to evaluate the defect proneness and set as a metric label. For classification the metric label 

K-NN classifier is used. BPTT algorithm for learning RNN will provide additional improvement, it improves 

the predictions performance to find the dynamic error.  

 

Keywords- Software Defect Prediction Modeling, Bidirectional RNN Language Model, Deep Learning, 

Software Metrics.”  

I.  INDRODUCTION 

 

When frequently existing of a software failure in system for many time it automatically indicates to a software 

defect/fault in a system. A software defect is an error it occurs with the poor software quality. When the 

program runs the compiler will show the error in the code that is syntax error and a static semantic error this 

kind of software defect/bugs can be found and fixed easily by the computer programmer.[1] But when the 

program compiles and runs the code the logical error and dynamic semantic error cannot be detected at the 

compile time and it produces wrong results when the program executed in the run time this software defect is 

called bug it will lack the software product that is the main reason for the software not to perform the task as per 

the developer and customer needs. So this software defects cant produces a good quality of software.[2] The 

Software Organization job is to develop and design the software projects, the main role of the computer 

programmers in IT is a developer has to build the software system and Tester has to find the bug and fix the 

issues and deliver a quality software product as per the customer requirement. 

 

Many Software Defect Prediction Model has been created it is the smart way of automating the process of 

training and learn from the huge collection of software data and apply this model to identify the bug of new data 

helps to feed the training module and test the software [3]. To attain this prediction model mainly influenced by 

the software metrics. And to build an effective defect prediction model Machine learning technology is used it 

formulates the predictive defect classification model from different code attributes using Machine learning 

algorithms [4]. Support vector Machines (SVM), Linear Regression (LR) Logistic Regression (LR), Naïve 

Bayes (NB), Ensemble learning (EL), Dictionary learning (DL), Transfer learning (TL) and Deep Neural 

Network (DNN) in this paper K-Nearest Neighbor classifier is used. So, that to develop model first thing is to 

train the model with the previous data sets for this Machine learning is used to learn the syntactic and semantic 
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information of the particular programming language [5]. A software metric which is used to measure the 

features (or) characteristics that are measurable (or) countable. It is important for measuring the software 

performance, measuring the productivity and for many purpose [3]. To predict the number of defects in the 

component that is software metrics is a quantitative measure which is used to assess the progress the software 

source code to measure the line of code, complexity, cohesion and churn (number of modification in LOC) and 

collects the previous defects data sets as a statistical traditional metric sets to predict the defect in code [3][4]. A 

software metric is the parameters to measure the features in a software system. 

 

Many research devote their effort to design new metrics (features) to measure and predict the entropic in code. 

To perform a defect prediction task many software metrics is commonly used to measure the natural language. 

There are some important software metrics used to predict task and they are considered as traditional metric sets 

[5]. Halstead Metrics based on operator & operand count. McCabe Essential complexity (MEC) Metric based on 

Dependencies. Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) Metric based on the method and inheritance counts. Code Change 

Metric (or) Code Churn Metric (or) Line of code (LOC) based on number of lines includes and code adding, 

removing etc. Object-oriented Metric based on the class & object of the programme. In this paper, five common 

metric set is taken and improved and new software metric Cross-Entropy is introduced to measure the accurate 

defects in code. It is used as a code feature and it denotes the naturalness of Software component and the 

unnatural code (improper code) is more likely to be bug/defect code more entropic (i.e. measures the disorder 

feature in code). Cross-Entropy Churn Metric is statistical explanation is a common difference between two 

probability distribution it collects the data codes that are relatively own high probability it appearance is low 

entropy (i.e. less disorder in code). In this case a (trained) language model will assign low estimated entropy to 

these codes. Oppositely, uncommon (or) unnatural codes will be measured high estimated entropy [5]. So, the 

estimated high and low entropy is called cross-entropy churn metric to predict the defects in additional to predict 

the deep rich syntactic information and semantic features that extract from the code used an Abstract Syntax 

Tree (AST) which will detect all the nodes in the program. So, the CE-AST it will be more complementary to 

the existing metric set [5][6]. CE evaluated value of AST nodes results perform well in Defect Prediction.  

 

A Deep Learner in Deep Neural Network [7] is developed for C# language, this Defect Prediction framework is 

built in Visual Studio version 2012. This Defect Prediction Modeling is used to predict the defects for file level 

source code. In learning phase of defect learner, the source code is extracted from the software repository. Using 

Dynamic Link Library (DLL) AST is used to find the node in software component, and it map those nodes with 

the language model in BRNNLM is built to train and test the software components and find the defects, and 

combined with software metric sets and evaluated by CE-AST and measure as metric label [8]. After training 

the model software testing is used to develop by mining concept to analysis the data and classify the code using 

K-NN algorithm, is classified from the metric label. if any new features is detected it includes in CBOW and it  

has a buggy code or a clear code and predict the bug and gives suggestion using BPTT. This training and testing 

iteration process does again and again till it finds the accurate bug in the code. This is how the SDP model is 

built.  

 

The scope of this paper is, 1) Defect prediction is the smart way of automating the process of testing the source 

code using Deep Learner in Deep Neural Network which is the advance of Machine learning which helps to find 

the deep features in codes. 2) Using cross-entropy churn metric as code metric to predict the defect in file-level. 

CE-AST it combines the Tradition metric set and the deep learner model trained & tested and evaluate the 

effectiveness of accurate defect prediction in code. 3) Bi-RNN are used to deep learner that trains & test each 

single token in code from both the end and predicts the defect in syntax and semantic information, it improves 

by tuning hyper parameter and by adding advanced regularization techniques such as embedding dropout (or) 

weight tying technic used CBOW and for further investigation into BPPTT back propagation through time 

algorithm for learning RNN will provide additional improvement, it seems that complementary information 

even to dynamic model trained with BPTT which prediction the logical error and gives the suggestion to correct 

the error. 4) This Defect Prediction Model advantage is reduce the developer testing work and help to find the 

potential bug in code to enhance the efficiency and reduce cost and improve the software quality. 5) This Defect 

Prediction Model is built in Visual Studio software which minimize the cost of getting software testing tool. 
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The main contribution of this paper: 

 Motivated by the earlier work, this paper introduce a Cross-Entropy Churn Metric with Abstract Syntax 

Tree (CE-AST) as a new software code metric to typically predict the defect for file-level (contribution 1). 

 An approach of Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network Language Model (BRNNLM) based on defect 

prediction built a framework called Defect learner in learning phase. And five Software Traditional Metric 

set is measured in measuring phase. CE-AST is automatically generate the software component of NLP and 

Metric set and identify the bug in code (contribution 2). 

 K-Nearest Neighbour classifier is used to classify the bug/defect code and a clear code, CBOW technique is 

used to train the NLM if new feature is detected and BPTT algorithm is used to predict the bug and suggest 

the potential bug in defect prediction tasks (contribution 3). 

 

The following part of the paper is organized as follows: Section II. Related Literature work, Section III. 

Background of Defect Prediction Model, Section IV. Approach of Overall framework to Defect Prediction, 

Section V. Implementation, Section VI. Result and Analysis and Section VII. Conclusion and Future Work. 

 

II. LITERATURE STUDY 

 

Software Defect Prediction have been improved an active topic for developing a good software quality by 

finding the defect-prone in code. So, that it reduce the test effort of the developer. Since the defects in code the 

data (features) are commonly include many entropic and redundant features and missing many features to 

address these issues. Learning model is built to find the essential code feature [1]. To find this features in code 

many language model is built in n-gram model rule based approach is called tokenization. It selects high level 

tokens in sequence and collect as vocabulary in the n-gram model and calculate the detected bug [2]. Buggram 

breaks a token sequence from a methods into sequence of fixed length software defects prediction to devote the 

effort to design new metrics (features). But till now there is no one metrics is used for predicting the defects in 

code. Different software metric perform different function tradition metric set which help to predict the defect 

[3]. From the measured metric label the software component from the software repository and the features are 

trained & tested and classify those metric label by using machine learning algorithm [4]. To improve the 

prediction model Deep Brief Network (DBN) it automatically learns the semantic features from the code 

tokenize each vector token using AST and train the defect prediction model with this features [5]. LSTM allows 

the model in the word-based description of an issue by long term context. RHN provides a deep representation 

of the model. In input layer is a sequence of word are taken as individual words and embedded into LSTM 

which helps to collects the sequence of words for long term in memory [6]. The metric is similarly matching 

with such distribution (or) correlation between source & target after this matching process finally matched the 

metric set between the source & target project and build an HDP prediction Model and predictable of targeted 

instances. This HDP is different project uses different metric set, to learned about defect prediction [7]. DNN is 

used to achieve accuracy and to train & build the SDP Model. An Approach of smali2vec used to generate 

features that capture the characteristics of smali.apks as smali2vec which extracts both token and semantic 

features of defect files in apks [8]. Methods they have used to measure and solve class imbalance problem and 

the effective features learning methods which divide each class into several sub-classes called Sub-class 

Discriminative Analysis (SDA) which is used to learn many features to predict the defects using metric sets. 

ISDA defect prediction framework provide the same work for both (WPDP) and (CPDP) class-imbalance issues 

[9]. The impact of automated optimization is to measure the defect prediction modules, these modules are 

trained and set a default setting by using CARET- optimized setting to certify the training and testing have 

related characters [10]. CARET optimized classifier is least stable and that are trained to use for default settings. 

 

III. BACKGROUND 

 

A) Language Model 

Natural language (eg: speech reorganization, textual information) are human communication that helps the 

computer to understand the user requirement for this Natural Language Processing (NLP). The machine 

language and artificial intelligent helps the computer to learn the NLP. In NLP, statistical LM is important part 
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to learn the system. The aim of the LM is to compute the joint probability of function, token (or) features in 

code (eg: sentence (or) a sequence of words) in a particular language. Each word is a token when a sentence is 

tokenized into words, same in rule based language model each sentence can also be a token if tokenized the 

sentence out of a paragraph. For each single text segmentation called token, to generate this LM n-gram 

technique is used to understand the text to machine point of view. Probability of language model, the probability 

denote P, probability of sequence is S and word W.  The probability of sequence of word 

will predict the high possibility of next word in a sequence (eg. Type three words in your mobile keyboard it 

will predict the upcoming words the ‘The’ ‘next’ ‘word’ is the sequence of words with the previous words it 

shows the next word as ‘from’ ‘on’ ‘it’). 

Token Sequence 

 
Simply the calculation of n-gram model with the condition of probability of token/ features is 

dependent only  

n - 1 most recent token. 

 
 To solve the NLP take such as machine translation and speech reorganization the Neural Language 

Model is a fundamental part of NLP. 

UNIDIRECTIONAL RNN 

Unidirectional language model is simple and it checks the size of input token values (i.e. from left to 

right backward pass) from the vocabulary of RNN and predict the next token output value.” 

Token sequence 

P (w1,…,wn)≈∏iP(wi) 

BIDIRECTIONAL RNN 

Bidirectional language model is little complex to find the deep syntactic and semantic features in code. 

It checks the inputs layer code from this forward (left to right) and backward (right to left) pass are done in 

RNN. The values of forward and backward should match to find the defects in code. It checks from the 

vocabulary predict the output token.  By using BRNN, it helps to predict accurate deep defects and it make more 

efficient in source code. 

Token sequence 

 
 

B) Recurrent Neural Network Model 

The Neural Language Model is the important and basic part of many system to solve NLP tasks (Machine 

translation and speech reorganization) Language Model is to design and overcome the semantic similarity 

between words for solving the problem for modelling language sequence. The distributed representation of 

words are also called (word-embedding (or) word-vector) and neural network technique are used together to 

evaluate the joint possibility of sequence in code. 

 
Fig.1 Unidirectional-RNN LM with Word-Embedding as Inputs” 

 

RNN in language model is like a vocabulary which collects the tokens of words from the source code. Using 

word-embedding technique is used to predict the possibility dissemination over the ‘next’ token with the 

collection of previous token. So, that the next token is predicted. From the word embedding layer, each input of 
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token can be mapped each token of words into vector in set of fixed length of continuous vector (eg. Token 

“for” is converted into [1.2 0.3….0.1] word is converted into vector and map this token vector will be trained as 

a parameter to train the learning phases model. With this NLM it utilize the word embedding method and map 

the token vectors for continuous line of code, related words are likely to be a related vector to enhances the 

learning of semantic relationships between the words. Leveraging the highly non-linear neural network to fit the 

probability of sequence. “It leverage the high non-linear neural network to fit the occurrence probability of 

sequence model and it can be describe a language more flexible with the rise of deep learning (RNN) it has the 

capability to learn the long-term of dependence and collect it as vocabulary to analysis the token and predict the 

next token.” 

 

C) Cross-Entropy 

In statistical principles of Cross- Entropy churn metric with AST nodes is used to calculate the difference 

between two possibility dissemination of p and q and find the average number of code need to identify from the 

set of coding scheme used for the set of optimization for an estimated true distribution p and probability 

distribution of q. In paper [on “Naturalness” of bug code in software] have used this code feature which denotes 

naturalness (i.e. highly repetitive & predictable in code) in a software component (or) instance through statistical 

model gives good effect and suggest the code that appears improbable (i.e. unnatural) tends to be more entropic 

(measuring of disorder feature in code) and this code are more likely to be buggy. In this situation there cross-

entropy need to measure but the distribution of p is unknown (unnatural code). In collection of data codes are 

relatively common and own high probability of appearance (low entropy) (i.e. less disorder in code). Thus 

language model is created based on training & testing set assign as T in training language model assign the low 

entropy to these code, in oppositely “it assign uncommon (or) unnatural code will be measure high estimated 

entropy” in testing set. Where p is the (unknown unnatural) test data set from the true distribution of words in 

any corpus of software. In training data set q is the (known naturalness) from software corps that distributed the 

words for prediction. Here the high and low entropy of probability distribution from the corpus used cross-

entropy in a statistical language model to evaluate the code naturalness for predicting the bug. 

  

 
Where N  “is the size of the test set, and  q(x) is the probability of event x estimated from the training set.” The 

sum is calculated over N. This is a “Monte Carlo estimate of the true cross entropy, where the test set is treated 

as samples from p(x).” 

 

Problem Definition  

i) To learn the predictabilities in source code from software source Unidirectional Recurrent Neural Network 

Language Model (Uni-RNNLM) is used. It predicts the word in static (one way) that is from left to right 

where it predicted defects is not accurate. 

ii)  Need even more accurate Deep Learner to find the syntactic and semantic feature information.  

iii) In previous work it predicts the results in static error there is no suggestion to clear the defect bugs.  

iv) RNN can capture truly simple and limited context information as cache model to predict the defect.  

v) It consumes more cost and time to build an efficient defect prediction model.   

 

IV. APPROACH 

 

In this section, presents a detail work of proposed Defect Learner framework. 

 

A) Overall Framework of Defect Learner 

The overview of proposed Defect Learner is to design a defect learner framework which automatically generates 

the cross-entropy metric which scores the software component from the software repository for accurate 

software defect prediction in source code. There are three phases of framework contains: (phases 1) Learning 

Phases of Neural Language Model, (phase 2) Measuring phases of software metrics, (phases 3) Prediction 

Phases. To perform this phases first step is to extract the software component (packages, files (or) methods) 
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from software repository. In learning phase (1), the aim is to build a Neural Language Model (NLM) for training 

& testing the LM, to  learn “the common patterns (or) usage regularities of programming language by mining 

software repository.”” The source code are extracted from the software repository and it transfer out data pre-

processing on the collection of projects code lines such as removing, comments and tokenization by using the 

sequence node AST to find the syntax information and semantic information. Next step is “mapping word-

embedding methods the tokens sequence can be represented as a set of real valued vectors.” 

 

Then for building a Bi-directional RNNLM is used to train the task of predicting next word in sequence of 

words, but that their performance can be improved by hyper parameter (adjustable) and by adding advanced 

regularization techniques such as embedding dropout (or) weight tying the sequence of words are predicted by 

using Continues Bag of Words (CBOW) technique. Based on BRNNLM used Long and Short Term Memory 

(LSTM) algorithm which helps to learn the deep sematic features from the input token vectors. At the same time 

the source code is extracted from software repository and the components are measured using traditional metric 

sets. By using CE-AST it evaluate the probability distribution between the NLM values and the traditional 

metric sets values are set as a metric label as buggy (or) clear code, if any new feature is detected it set as new 

label and it send to learning phases. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Overall Framework of Defect Learner 

 

B) Neural Language Model 

In this defect learner training & testing language model is built in DNN, based on Bi-directional RNNLM’s, 

LSTM is a technique in RNN used in the architecture of deep learner and for calculation CE-AST is used. This 

BRNNLM’s is designed, as a defect learner for C# programming language processing.  In this language model, 

first things is to extract the software components (i.e. source code file) from the software repository create a 

corpus (i.e. collection of data), to analysis this raw data from the corpus of source code, data pre-processing is 

the first step to generate token sequence for language learning and removes blank links and comments. After 

data processing next step is Input layer, the sequence of AST node types is used to find the rich syntax 

information and semantic information. For example: class declaration, return statement, control statement. Next 

step is to map those nodes into integer that is embedding the AST node sequence input layer to representation 

layer, here each AST nodes (token) are mapped into integer called word vector in representation layer. Here the 

goal of training NLM is “to learn the common patterns (or) regularities of code.” Then build a bi-directional 

LSTM based RNN is used to learn the syntactic and semantic information from the input vector.  

 

Basic RNN perform well when being trained on the task of predicting the next word in sequence of words, but it 

sets a fitted parameter for training model. The performance can be improved by tuning hyper parameter (i.e. 

adjustable parameter that must be tuned in order to obtain a model with optimal parameter by adding 

regularization techniques such as embedding dropout (or) weight tying (i.e. CBOW) this layer called pattern 

learning.  In decision layer (softmax) classifier is connected from pattern learning layer to predict the next token 

for each single token and process as predicting token “sequence and obtained probability distribution can be 
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used to define like hood of occurrence of sequence in the output layer.” After training language model is used to 

measure the CE-AST features with software traditional metric sets. 

 
Fig. 3 Bidirectional RNNLM for Learning Phase 

 

1. Data Pre-Processing 

Data pre-processing is the first step to execute source code (raw data) done before the training the NLM. This 

are the specific steps to follow 

STEP 1    To produce an actual code to remove the comments 

and blank line, recollecting actual line of code. 

STEP 2    Parse (i.e.) analysing a string in the program code it 

breaks the data into smaller chunks for following a set of rules, so it will be easy to transmit the code. According 

to C# language specification, the source code are parsed into AST node type sequence for example: class 

declaration, file declaration, continue statement. In this paper used an open-source package called (C#) language 

to parse the C# file-level source code and used all AST node sequence type is used in input layer. 

STEP 3 Create a vocabulary from the input layer the merge the AST nodes type sequence file and word embed 

with the representation layer, here this AST node (token) are mapped into integer called word vector. This 

unique token counts and their frequencies are built as vocabulary and it size denoted  

as V. 

STEP 4 “Replace tokens to control the complexity of the mode, need to remove the low. Frequency token. In 

this paper the total number of vocabulary is set as V, so, the top (vocabulary of token) V.” 

STEP 5   Built a “training set & testing set for mode validation, in this step long token fragments are cut into a 

series of sequences with equal length for feeding the language” model. 

 

2. RNN Building 

The language model is the part of Deep Neural Network which helps to learn the deep code feature for given 

source code. And this network structure consist of input layer (the sequence of AST nodes), “Representation 

Layer (word2vector), Pattern learning layer (BRNNLM), Decision layer (Softmax classification) and in output 

layer (finds the probability of next token).”In input layer, with the pre-processed data features are collected and 

parse the code to AST node (eg: control statement, method declaration) this nodes are collected from the 

Dynamic Link Library. Each line of code are assigned ad sequences of AST nodes every single tokens (or) 

features (eg. ‘for’, ‘if’, ‘static’) are word and this single words are embedded with the word vector (i.e. 

word2vector) in representation layer.  

 
It “map each code token into a high dimensional real-valued vector, in which tokens with similar contents will 

be assigned as similar vector.” With word mapping is collected as a vocabulary in Neural Language Model each 

single word are fixed as high frequency of token vector and low frequency of token vector are set as vocabulary 

and feed into BRNNLM to train the model from the given source code. In pattern layer, the BRNNLM learns 

the deep syntactic & sematic features in code. Using Bidirectional it checks each line of code from forward and 

backward for advance learning regularization hyper-parameter techniques is used to learn the code from top to 
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bottom. LSTM cell is one of the most popular algorithm based on RNN to understand the sequence of 

dependencies, has been widely adopted to build in RNN. This method use as a memory gates to control its 

inputs gate i, output gate g, forgot gate f, x1 input vector, c1 cell state, h1 hidden states. Where weight matrix. W 

and b bias vector. and    are activation function;  

denotes element wise multiplication. Using LSTM it can effictively reduce the effects of vanishing and 

exploding gradient and enhance the long-term learning ability to train the NLM. Finally in decision lahyer it 

combines information using softmax tool to calculate and predict the next token of the input code line with an 

estimatted probability distribution it predict the next word  in output. As total prediction error drops, it can 

consider that the languae model has been learning the usage of patterns from the given C# languages and trains 

the language model. 

 

3. Training and Testing the Language Model 

While training and testing “the network architecture it often encounter many troubles when learning and 

measuring the code to predict, troubles such as over-fitting, gradient explosion (or) gradient vanishing.” Hence, 

in this work it adopts numerous optimization strategies. 

 

Dropout - Training the Neural Network with key idea of strategy to randomly drop the units. “Dropout unit is an 

effective regularization technique to prevent over-fitting hyper parameter tying helps to adjust the parameter.” 

Gradient Clipping- It can be used to minimize the error terms by changing each weight in proportion to 

derivative error with respected non-linear activation function. 

Adaptive Learning Rate- The learning rate lrate is adjust dynamically with the number of training epochs 

(iteration and it use to optimize the network. 

 

C) Measurement of Software Component 

 Once the learning phase (1) is completed, the same process is done in phase (2) Measuring phases. The 

software component is extracted from the software repository. Each software component the source code is 

measured with the five different software traditional metric sets, and this metrics are used to find common 

features for measuring the source code. It measures each lines of code and fix the length of each lines and this 

measured inputs are kept separately. As a results, the average of cross-entropy with AST (CE-AST) as a new 

code churn metric. It combines the NLM values with the measured software traditional metric sets values. So, 

the cross-entropy churn metric which helps to evaluate the probability distribution between NLM and metric 

sets.By training the source code with this phases it determine the accurate defective-proneness and finds the 

buggy code and clear code features is measured (or) detected it set as a new component (i.e. this new features 

may not present in the training & testing process). 

 

D) Performing Defect Prediction 

In this paper, four common classifier is taken for prediction support vector machine (SVM), Random Forest 

(RF), Naïve Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR) are used in previous defect prediction and compared with K-

NN to improvise the prediction task. To calculate the “performance of prediction models with different software 

metric sets classifier K-NN and accessed via confusion matrix to overcome the typical binary classification 

problem four widely measures are adopted Precision, Recall, F1, Area Under Curve (AUC).” 

 

Table I Confusion Matrix 

 

 
i) PRECISION 

Precision is to measure the ratio of positive value (bug) from the detected metric label to predict the actual 

value. 
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ii) RECALL 

Recall is to measure the ratio of true positive values from the metric label (bug/clear) code to predict the actual 

true positive value.  

 
 

iii) F1 

It combines both precision & recall using harmonic mean formula. 

 
 

iv) AUC 

It measures the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). 

X axis represent  

 
Y axis represent  

  
 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A Deep Learner in DNN is developed for C# language, this defect prediction framework is built in Visual 

Studio version 2012. This defect prediction modeling is used to predict the defects for file level source code. In 

learning phase of defect learner, the source code is extracted from the software repository. Using Dynamic Link 

Library (DLL) AST is used to find the node in software component, and it map those nodes with the language 

model in BRNNLM is built to train and test the software components and find the defects, and combined with 

software metric sets and evaluated by CE-AST and measure as metric label. After training the model software 

testing is used to develop by mining concept to analysis the data and classify the code using K-NN algorithm, 

has a buggy code or a clear code and predict the bug and gives suggestion using BPTT. This is how the software 

defect prediction model is built. 

 

Phase 1 Learning Phases For Building Language Mode 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Learning phases for Building Language Model 
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Fig. 5 Generate AST Node 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 Training the BRNNLM 

 

Phase 2 Measuring Phases Using Cross-Entropy Metric 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Measuring Phase using Cross-Entropy Metric 

 

Phase 3 Prediction Phases Using KNN, CBOW and BPTT 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 Predicts the Bug 
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VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

Result for Defect Learner : Each iteration (epoch) process of training the NLM to learn the entire features of 

data sets and this number of iteration of training the LM denoted as x-axis. For testing set loss of curve function 

score it is the inverse probability of language model. Each new number of testing features denotes y-axis and it 

is the best language model to predict the unseen test set to find the deep semantic features. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9  Loss Curves of Language Model 

 

In the above graph the loss curves of language model for both train curves and testing curves are differed from 

training set to testing set, which means it meet “gradually as time goes on through 18 epochs of training, the 

model is finally get an average of 2.923 perplexity on training set and 5.218 perplexity on testing set.” The 

initial perplexity is more than 2.295. “It implies that the model, gets full trained and has learned the learned the 

common patterns regularities in C# code.” 

 

Table II: The Performance Improvement of Cross-Entropy Churn Metric With Different   Software Metric Sets 
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Comparison between the Performance Changes on Different Software Traditional Metric Sets With 

Cross- Entropy Churn Metric : The contribution of five different software traditional metric set is compared 

with cross-entropy and to evaluate a metric set with cross-entropy with file level source code to find the 

performance improvement of cross entropy metric. The software traditional metric sets are Halstead metric, 

Mccabe Essential Complexity (MEC), Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metric, Line of Code (LOC), Object 

oriented metric. “Which characterize different features of software component to give a comprehensive 

measurement, cross-entropy is combined with five different metric sets together to feed the prediction model.”  

Cross entropy metric brings “improvement in each prediction task, no matter using which measures (or) with 

which metric sets.” For example: “Precision measure the cross-entropy contributes an average of 4.81% 

absolute improvement and 11.57% relative improvement with existing metric sets.” The minimum increases is 

the CK metric and maximum increase is the LOC metric. So, it consider the reason of this two aspects of results 

(absolute increase and relative increase). Since traditional “metric sets are used different measurement 

mechanisms, cross entropy has different degrees of complementary to them.” If the size of “defect dataset is 

large enough, the classifier is more difficult to train with more features input.” Results with different 

measurement is complementary to traditional metric. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 Absolute Increase Performance of Prediction with Cross-Entropy 

 

 
 

Fig.  11 Relative Increase Performance of Prediction with Cross-Entropy 

 

Comparison between the Performance Changes in Existing Classifier with K-Nn Classifier in Cross-

Entropy Metric : The performance changes of different classifier with cross-entropy. K-NN classifier is 

compared with Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Navi Bayes (NB), and Random 

Forests (RF). The results are calculated with Harmonic means of minimum and maximum classify the results as 

two parts. The performance is changed when comparing with four different classifier, cross-entropy metric is 

more contributed with classifier K-NN performance is increased in absolute and relative respectively in 

Precision 4.81%, Recall 1.84%, F1 2.84%, AUC 1.81%. 
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Table III: The Performance Improvement of KNN With Different Classifier 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 12.  Absolute Increase Performance Improvement of K-NN Classifier with Different Classifier 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Relative Increase Performance of Improvement of K-NN Classifier with Different Classifier 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In recent study’s, to improve a software quality in code many defect prediction modelling is introduced to 

predict the bug in code and use different software metrics to measure the code which tends to be more entropic. 

Based on this findings, this paper introduce a defect prediction model for C# language. This model is built in 

Deep Neural Network of Bidirectional RNNLM is to learn the deep semantic feature from the source code and 

train and test the language model. Same source code are measured with software traditional metric sets. Both the 

language model and metric set are automatically evaluated the defect-proneness with effectiveness of CE-AST. 

This cross-entropy churn metric with Abstract Syntax Tree produces better accurate defects-proneness and 

complement then the existing metric set. For, additional improvement CBOW, BPTT and K-NN algorithms are 

used to find the accurate defects prediction in code. The advantage of using Visual studio it develops the defect 

prediction model in software. So, that it reduce the software tool cost. As a result it shows the cross entropy 

churn metric with AST (CE-AST) has more discrimination for defect classification with five common metric set 

and improves the defect prediction model with file level of source code. It brings the improvement of Precision 

4.8%, Recall 2.4% and F1 8.5% by average of defect prediction model. In conclusion, these BRNNLM and CE-

AST as a defect learner in defect prediction model are suggested to find accurate prediction in the source code 

and improves the quality of software and it complementary with the existing defect prediction model. In future, 

Defect Prediction Model would like to develop for more projects by using many metric sets to measure the LOC 

and to reduce the bug in code. So, this thesis finds the defect in file level source code within the project, it is 

more challenging to predict the defect for cross-project. This thesis in Defect Prediction Model is built for C# 

language still many metric sets and many Deep Neural Network Language Model are needed to add in Defect 

Prediction Model to build a Defect Perdition tool for C# language. 
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